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FIELDLINE® WOMEN’S TREELINE DAY PACKTM  
OFFERING FORM AND FUNCTION FOR THE FEMALE HUNTER  

 
Well Thought Out Pack is Roomy, Comfortable and Quiet  

 
The female hunting community has grown leaps and bounds over the years and the call for a pack that’s built with the 
serious huntress in mind cannot be ignored.  The Fieldline® Women’s TreelineTM Day Pack answers this call with 
plenty of organized space for all the gear needed for a full day in the woods.  Available in popular camo patterns with 
a subtle pink finish, there’s no question that this pack was designed just for her. 
 
Meticulously designed by Fieldline experts, the Women’s Treeline Day Pack was made to accommodate virtually all of 
your needs.  The pack features an extra large main compartment with a three-quarter zipper opening perfect for 
stashing a lightweight hunting jacket or other larger items.  Easily grab the gear you need when you need it from a 
roomy second compartment complete with a built-in organizer ideal for storing everything from snacks to spotting 
scopes to a bone saw.  A front pocket with a zipper closure offers quick access to keys, tags or handheld radios.   
 
The versatility of the pack was key to its design.  A Gear-Lock modular locking system on the front of the pack lets you 
customize your pack with Fieldline Gear-Lock accessories.  With a few easy steps, adjust your pack into multiple 
configurations.  And, because the designers at Fieldline understand staying hydrated throughout the day has to be a 
priority, they designed a built-in two-liter hydration reservoir as well as left and right elastic mesh pouches which are a 
perfect fit for storing water bottles. 
 
Comfort is always pinnacle to the development of any Fieldline product, and the Fieldline Women’s Treeline Day Pack 
is no exception. Designed to comfortably fit the female form, the Fieldline Women’s Treeline Day Pack features a 
deluxe padded back to ease the strain of weight as well as side compression straps which help evenly distribute 
weight and balance packed gear.  A substantial one-inch waist belt has also been incorporated into the design of the 
pack for added support and further comfort. 

 
The pack, which measures 18.5 in. x 12.6 in. x 7.5 in, comes in Mossy Oak® Infinity or Realtree Xtra™, both designed 
to help you blend in with your surroundings and stay under your preyʼs radar.  An added pink finish makes the pack 
look as good as it performs. 
 
To learn more about the new Fieldline Women’s Treeline Day Pack or any of the company’s rugged hunting gear and 
accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032  • Telephone: (800) 438-3353.  Or 
visit online at http://www.fieldline.com.  ‘Like’ the company on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/fieldline 
 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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